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MetaMeta--heuristicsheuristics
Traditional Methods Traditional Methods 

•• Inadequate at solving largeInadequate at solving large--scaled combinatorial optimization problems scaled combinatorial optimization problems 
•• MetaMeta--heuristics matured rapidly as a solutionheuristics matured rapidly as a solution

Popular MetaPopular Meta--heuristicsheuristics
•• E.g. Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, E.g. Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, 

Constraint Local Search Constraint Local Search 

New MetaNew Meta--heuristicsheuristics
•• E.g. Ants Colony Optimization, Path ReE.g. Ants Colony Optimization, Path Re--linkinglinking

Potential of hybridizationPotential of hybridization
•• Diverse growth of metaDiverse growth of meta--heuristics of various natureheuristics of various nature
•• Utilize the forte of metaUtilize the forte of meta--heuristicsheuristics



IINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION

Conventional Development ApproachConventional Development Approach
Developing from ScratchDeveloping from Scratch
Waste of resources (Man and Machines)Waste of resources (Man and Machines)
Absence of a standard template for benchmarkingAbsence of a standard template for benchmarking

Demand for anDemand for an efficient development toolefficient development tool
Major reduction in developing timeMajor reduction in developing time
Standard platform for implementation and benchmarkingStandard platform for implementation and benchmarking
Object oriented (discipline, ease of integration and extension)Object oriented (discipline, ease of integration and extension)
Facilitate rapid prototyping of new techniquesFacilitate rapid prototyping of new techniques
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Design GoalsDesign Goals
Generic Generic 

•• Work with most if not all combinatorial optimization problemWork with most if not all combinatorial optimization problem
•• Able to model various search strategiesAble to model various search strategies

•• E.g. Hybridization, Intensification, DiversificationE.g. Hybridization, Intensification, Diversification

ReusabilityReusability
•• Offload repetitive search routinesOffload repetitive search routines
•• Reuse both design and codesReuse both design and codes

ClarityClarity
•• Unambiguous interfaces that gives clarityUnambiguous interfaces that gives clarity
•• Allow rapid implementation of application Allow rapid implementation of application 
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LLITERATURE ITERATURE RREVIEWSEVIEWS

MDFMDF
Lau and Wan, 2004Lau and Wan, 2004

Open TSOpen TS
Robert Harder, 2003Robert Harder, 2003

Localizer ++Localizer ++
Michel and Michel and HentenryckHentenryck, , 
20012001

Easy Local ++Easy Local ++
Gaspero and Schaef, 2001Gaspero and Schaef, 2001

Hot FrameHot Frame
Fink and VoFink and Voßß, , 20022002

Comparison factorsComparison factors
1.1. Usage FriendlinessUsage Friendliness

2.2. Number of metaNumber of meta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported

3.3. Clarity in DesignClarity in Design

4.4. Adaptive ControlAdaptive Control

5.5. Ease of HybridizationEase of Hybridization

6.6. Extensible LibraryExtensible Library



LLITERATURE ITERATURE RREVIEWSEVIEWS

MDF FeaturesMDF Features
C++ MetaC++ Meta--heuristics frameworkheuristics framework
Adopt objectAdopt object--oriented design (OOD)oriented design (OOD)

•• Using interfaces to achieve genericityUsing interfaces to achieve genericity
Currently supported four (4) metaCurrently supported four (4) meta--heuristicsheuristics

•• Tabu Search, Ants Colony Optimization, Simulated Annealing      Tabu Search, Ants Colony Optimization, Simulated Annealing      
and Genetic Algorithmand Genetic Algorithm

Centralized control mechanism for adaptive searchCentralized control mechanism for adaptive search
•• Using Request and Response MetaphorUsing Request and Response Metaphor
•• Model into an Model into an ““eventevent--drivendriven”” searchsearch

Include a software library Include a software library 
•• SpeedSpeed--up development progressup development progress
•• Reduce coding errorsReduce coding errors

Usage Usage 
FriendlinessFriendliness

Adaptive Adaptive 
ControlControl

Ease of Ease of 
HybridizationHybridization

Clarity in Clarity in 
DesignDesign

Extensible Extensible 
LibraryLibrary

MetaMeta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported



LLITERATURE ITERATURE RREVIEWSEVIEWS

Open TS FeaturesOpen TS Features
Initialized by Initialized by Computational Infrastructure for Operation Research Computational Infrastructure for Operation Research 

(COIN(COIN--OR)OR)
JavaJava--based Tabu Searchbased Tabu Search
Generic aspect achieved through interfacesGeneric aspect achieved through interfaces
Unambiguous interfaces that define clearly their collaborative rUnambiguous interfaces that define clearly their collaborative roles in the oles in the 
algorithmalgorithm

•• Solution, Move Manager, Move, Objective Function, Tabu listSolution, Move Manager, Move, Objective Function, Tabu list
Support adaptive control through decentralized Support adaptive control through decentralized 

Event ListenersEvent Listeners
Limited support of software componentsLimited support of software components

•• Simple/Complex Tabu ListSimple/Complex Tabu List
•• Complex MoveComplex Move

Usage Usage 
FriendlinessFriendliness

Adaptive Adaptive 
ControlControl

Ease of Ease of 
HybridizationHybridization

Clarity in Clarity in 
DesignDesign

Extensible Extensible 
LibraryLibrary

MetaMeta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported



LLITERATURE ITERATURE RREVIEWSEVIEWS

Localizer ++ FeaturesLocalizer ++ Features
C ++ ConstraintC ++ Constraint--based Local search frameworkbased Local search framework
Require formulation of problem into its mathematical equivalent Require formulation of problem into its mathematical equivalent 

•• E.g. Decision Variables, Objective Functions and Constraint EquaE.g. Decision Variables, Objective Functions and Constraint Equationstions
Has a twoHas a two--level architecture level architecture 

•• Declarative components:Declarative components: for data storage managementfor data storage management

•• Search components:Search components: for defining search procedure for defining search procedure 

Search components can incorporate various local search algorithmSearch components can incorporate various local search algorithmss
•• Neighborhood operatorsNeighborhood operators
•• Tabu ListsTabu Lists

Extensible constraint libraryExtensible constraint library
•• AllAll--diff constraintsdiff constraints

Usage Usage 
FriendlinessFriendliness

Adaptive Adaptive 
ControlControl

Ease of Ease of 
HybridizationHybridization

Clarity in Clarity in 
DesignDesign

Extensible Extensible 
LibraryLibrary

MetaMeta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported



LLITERATURE ITERATURE RREVIEWSEVIEWS

Easy Local ++ FeaturesEasy Local ++ Features
C ++ Local search frameworkC ++ Local search framework
Adopt a four level architecture to implement local search techniAdopt a four level architecture to implement local search techniquesques

•• Basic Data:Basic Data: for maintaining the states of search spacefor maintaining the states of search space
•• Helpers:Helpers: for handling search actions such as exploration of neighborhoodfor handling search actions such as exploration of neighborhood
•• Runners:Runners: for performing the routine of the metafor performing the routine of the meta--heuristics using the helpersheuristics using the helpers
•• Solvers:Solvers: for generating the initial solutionsfor generating the initial solutions

Additional support classes Additional support classes 
•• Kickers:Kickers: for diversificationfor diversification
•• TestersTesters: for debugging: for debugging

Support limited hybridizationSupport limited hybridization
•• E.g. SA as diversifierE.g. SA as diversifier

Absence of component libraryAbsence of component library

Usage Usage 
FriendlinessFriendliness

Adaptive Adaptive 
ControlControl

Ease of Ease of 
HybridizationHybridization

Clarity in Clarity in 
DesignDesign

Extensible Extensible 
LibraryLibrary

MetaMeta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported
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Hot Frame FeaturesHot Frame Features
C ++ MetaC ++ Meta--heuristics frameworkheuristics framework
Support various metaSupport various meta--heuristics and their derivationsheuristics and their derivations

•• Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Evolutionary AlgorithmsTabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Evolutionary Algorithms
Use template design for metaUse template design for meta--heuristics routinesheuristics routines
Use inheritance to override the metaUse inheritance to override the meta--heuristics proceduresheuristics procedures
Provide general software componentsProvide general software components

•• Reusable data structure classesReusable data structure classes
•• E.g. binary vectors, permutations, combined assignment and sequeE.g. binary vectors, permutations, combined assignment and sequencingncing

•• Standard neighborhood operatorsStandard neighborhood operators
•• E.g. bitE.g. bit--flip, shift, swap movesflip, shift, swap moves

Inflexibility in codes recyclingInflexibility in codes recycling

Usage Usage 
FriendlinessFriendliness

Adaptive Adaptive 
ControlControl

Ease of Ease of 
HybridizationHybridization

Clarity in Clarity in 
DesignDesign

Extensible Extensible 
LibraryLibrary

MetaMeta--heuristics heuristics 
supportedsupported
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DDESIGN AND ESIGN AND AARCHITECTURERCHITECTURE

General routines of MetaGeneral routines of Meta--heuristicsheuristics

New StateNew State
[Solution[Solution]]

Evaluate StateEvaluate State
[Objective Function[Objective Function]]

Apply PenaltyApply Penalty
[Penalty Function][Penalty Function]

Generate Next StateGenerate Next State
[Neighborhood Generator[Neighborhood Generator]]

Check FeasibilityCheck Feasibility
[Constraint[Constraint]]

Translate to New StateTranslate to New State
[Move[Move]]

Unique Behavior Unique Behavior 
[Proprietary Actions][Proprietary Actions]

Control Control 
MechanismMechanism

Execution Flow Execution Flow 
[Engine][Engine]
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SolutionSolution ObjectiveObjective
FunctionFunction

PenaltyPenalty
FunctionFunction

Neighborhood GeneratorNeighborhood Generator

MoveMove ConstraintsConstraints

General InterfacesGeneral Interfaces

TabuTabu
SearchSearch

Ants Ants 
ColonyColony

SimulatedSimulated
AnnealingAnnealing

GeneticGenetic
AlgorithmAlgorithm

Proprietary Proprietary 
InterfacesInterfaces

Engine Engine 
ComponentsComponents

G
eneric C

ore 
G

eneric C
ore 

Engine
Engine

Control Control 
MechanismMechanism

Event ControllerEvent Controller

List of Events
List of Events

Lists of H
andlers

Lists of H
andlers

TS EngineTS Engine

ACO EngineACO Engine

SA EngineSA Engine

GA EngineGA Engine

Resource Resource 
ContainerContainer

GeneralGeneral
ControlsControls

TSTS
ControlsControls

ACOACO
ControlsControls

SASA
ControlsControls

GA GA 
ControlsControls

+

OOverview of verview of MDFMDF



CCOMPONENTS OF OMPONENTS OF MDFMDF

General InterfacesGeneral Interfaces
Solution, Move,Constraint, Neighborhood Generator,              Solution, Move,Constraint, Neighborhood Generator,              
Objective Function, Penalty FunctionObjective Function, Penalty Function

Proprietary InterfacesProprietary Interfaces
Tabu List and Aspiration CriteriaTabu List and Aspiration Criteria [Tabu Search]
Pheromone Trails and Local HeuristicsPheromone Trails and Local Heuristics [Ant Colony Optimization]]
Annealing ScheduleAnnealing Schedule [Simulated Annealing]
Recombination and PopulationRecombination and Population [Genetic Algorithm]

EnginesEngines
Control MechanismControl Mechanism

EventEvent
HandlerHandler
Event ControllerEvent Controller



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Solution Solution InterfaceInterface
Solution RepresentationSolution Representation

•• Make no assumption on the data structure typeMake no assumption on the data structure type
•• Data are manipulated indirectly through other interfacesData are manipulated indirectly through other interfaces

CloningCloning FunctionFunction
•• Shallow cloning:Shallow cloning: Copying the reference of the objectCopying the reference of the object
•• Deep cloning:Deep cloning: Copying the contents of the objectCopying the contents of the object

2D Arrays2D Arrays Arrays of ListsArrays of Lists Array of BooleanArray of Boolean



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Move Move InterfaceInterface
Define the neighborhoodDefine the neighborhood

•• TS:TS: Local ImprovementLocal Improvement
•• E.g. Exchange, ReplaceE.g. Exchange, Replace

•• ACO:ACO: Constructing solutionConstructing solution
•• E.g. Increment E.g. Increment 

•• SA:SA: Probabilistic operationProbabilistic operation
•• E.g. Probabilistic SwapE.g. Probabilistic Swap

•• GA:GA: RecombinationRecombination
• E.g. One-point crossover

60%60%



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Constraint Constraint InterfaceInterface
Measure the degree of violationMeasure the degree of violation

•• Boolean: Feasible / InfeasibleBoolean: Feasible / Infeasible

•• Integer: 0 = Feasible, 1 Integer: 0 = Feasible, 1 –– n = number of constraints violatedn = number of constraints violated

Useful for Useful for 
•• Oscillating strategiesOscillating strategies
•• Dual Model formulationDual Model formulation
•• Ranked (hierarchical) constraints based searchRanked (hierarchical) constraints based search



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Neighborhood Generator Neighborhood Generator InterfaceInterface
Generate the possible next statesGenerate the possible next states
Use Move and Constraint Use Move and Constraint 

•• Move:Move: Generates all possible movesGenerates all possible moves
•• Constraint:Constraint: Ensure the moves are desirableEnsure the moves are desirable

Has a different Has a different ““contextual meaningcontextual meaning”” for different metafor different meta--heuristics  heuristics  
•• TS:TS: Generate all neighboring solutions Generate all neighboring solutions 
•• ACO:ACO: Generate the next possible pathsGenerate the next possible paths
•• SA:SA: Generate a random neighboring solutionGenerate a random neighboring solution
•• GA:GA: Generate the probability table for next generation selectionGenerate the probability table for next generation selection



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Objective Function Objective Function InterfaceInterface
ComputeCompute the objective value of solutionthe objective value of solution

•• AbsoluteAbsolute ComputationComputation
•• Calculate objective value from scratchCalculate objective value from scratch

•• IncrementalIncremental ComputationComputation
•• Calculate objective value from the previous solutionCalculate objective value from the previous solution
•• Usually applied to calculate the neighbor objective value       Usually applied to calculate the neighbor objective value       

from current solutionfrom current solution

CompareCompare the objective values of two solutionsthe objective values of two solutions
•• Determine Determine maximizingmaximizing or or minimizingminimizing the objective valuethe objective value



GGENERAL ENERAL IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Penalty Function Penalty Function InterfaceInterface
Implementation of Implementation of soft constraintssoft constraints

•• Some solutions are preferred even if their objective value      Some solutions are preferred even if their objective value      
is slightly loweris slightly lower

Objective value Objective value 
•• Temporary modified during comparisonTemporary modified during comparison
•• Prevent rePrevent re--application of penalty (bonus)  application of penalty (bonus)  
•• Maintain the correctness of the objective valueMaintain the correctness of the objective value



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Tabu List Tabu List InterfaceInterface
Memory technique generally used to reduce cyclingMemory technique generally used to reduce cycling

Short tenure leads to cyclesShort tenure leads to cycles
Long tenure decreases efficiencyLong tenure decreases efficiency

Greedy downhill Greedy downhill 
approachapproach

Moving downhillMoving downhill



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Aspiration Criteria Aspiration Criteria InterfaceInterface
Override tabu status of a neighbor if it meets certain criteriaOverride tabu status of a neighbor if it meets certain criteria

•• Objective value is better than bestObjective value is better than best--found solutionfound solution
•• Difference between current and next states is largeDifference between current and next states is large
•• Existence of certain subExistence of certain sub--optimal structuresoptimal structures

Avoid accidentally missing good solutionsAvoid accidentally missing good solutions
Improve the search performanceImprove the search performance



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Pheromone Trails Pheromone Trails InterfaceInterface
Record the pheromone density of the ants trailsRecord the pheromone density of the ants trails
Influence the behavior of subsequent antsInfluence the behavior of subsequent ants
Pheromone UpdatePheromone Update

•• LocalLocal DecayDecay
•• Enhance explorationEnhance exploration

•• GlobalGlobal UpdateUpdate
•• Enhance exploitationEnhance exploitation

•• EvaporationEvaporation
•• Reduce rapid convergenceReduce rapid convergence

Number of AntsNumber of Ants
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PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Local Heuristics Local Heuristics InterfaceInterface
Incorporate the underlying heuristic in solving problemIncorporate the underlying heuristic in solving problem
Reflect the quality of the pathReflect the quality of the path
E.g. in TSP, local heuristic compute the quality of an arcE.g. in TSP, local heuristic compute the quality of an arc

•• Q (arc) = 1 / distanceQ (arc) = 1 / distance

Can be formulated as a function of multiple factorsCan be formulated as a function of multiple factors
•• E.g. Vehicle Routing Problem with Time WindowsE.g. Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows

•• VehicleVehicle
•• DistanceDistance
•• Waiting TimeWaiting Time



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Annealing Schedule Annealing Schedule InterfaceInterface
Acceptance Probability Acceptance Probability pp

p = exponential (p = exponential (--||∆∆x/Tx/Tii|)|)
∆∆x : difference in objective values of current and next statesx : difference in objective values of current and next states
TTi i : cooling temperature: cooling temperature
Modeling Modeling TTi i 

•• If If TTii = 0, the algorithm becomes greedy= 0, the algorithm becomes greedy

•• If TIf Tii = = ∞∞, the algorithm becomes random, the algorithm becomes random

•• TTii is usually set to is usually set to ∞∞ and gradually decrease to 0 and gradually decrease to 0 



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Recombination Recombination InterfaceInterface
Combine two individuals to produce two offspringCombine two individuals to produce two offspring
Crossover operatorsCrossover operators

•• OneOne--pointpoint crossovercrossover
•• TwoTwo--pointpoint crossovercrossover
•• UniformUniform crossovercrossover
•• Partially mixedPartially mixed crossovercrossover

May incorporate a probability of crossoverMay incorporate a probability of crossover
•• Encode the probability of two individuals will actually breedEncode the probability of two individuals will actually breed



PPROPRIETARY ROPRIETARY IINTERFACESNTERFACES

Population Population InterfaceInterface
Contain individuals in a generationContain individuals in a generation
Generate the Generate the First GenerationFirst Generation poolpool

•• Created randomly or by randomized heuristicsCreated randomly or by randomized heuristics
•• Ensure diversity so as to prevent rapid convergenceEnsure diversity so as to prevent rapid convergence

Selection of subsequent generationSelection of subsequent generation
•• Sometimes parents are also preserved in the next generationSometimes parents are also preserved in the next generation

•• Prevent the loss of Prevent the loss of ““goodgood”” genesgenes
•• Lead to overLead to over--populationpopulation

•• Discard the unwanted individuals in the mixed poolDiscard the unwanted individuals in the mixed pool
•• ““Survival of the fittestSurvival of the fittest”” rulerule
•• Rules can be specified by usersRules can be specified by users



EENGINESNGINES

Tabu Search Tabu Search EngineEngine
procedure
Initialize a current Solution
while terminating criteria not reached

Neighborhood Generator generates a new neighborhood; 
Constraint discards any undesired neighbors;
Objective Function evaluates selected neighbors;
Penalty Function applied to neighbors;
Tabu List and Aspiration Criteria are consulted;
Move translates current Solution to best neighbor;
if new Solution is better than best found Solution

Clones and records new Solution as best found Solution;
Tabu List is updated;

end procedure



EENGINESNGINES

Ant Colony Optimization Ant Colony Optimization EngineEngine
procedure
Initialize the Pheromone Trail
while terminating conditions not reached

while there is still ants in colony and 
while the Solution is not completed 

Neighborhood Generator generates a set of new trails; 
Constraint discards any impassible trails;
Trail chosen by consulting Local Heuristic and Pheromone Trail
Move translates the Solution with selected trail;
Local Pheromone Trail Updated

Objective Function evaluates solutions constructed by ants;
Penalty Function is applied to determine the quality of solutions;
Global Pheromone Trail is updated;
If new Solution is better than best found Solution,

Clones and records new Solution as best found Solution;        
Evaporation occurred in Pheromone Trail; 

end procedure



EENGINESNGINES

Simulated Annealing Simulated Annealing EngineEngine
procedure
Initialize a current Solution;
while terminating conditions not reached

Neighborhood Generator generates a random neighbor; 
Constraint validates the feasibility of neighbor;
Objective Function evaluates solutions;
Penalty Function temporary adjusts the objective value;
If new neighbor is better than current Solution

Move translates Solution to neighbor;
Else Consults the Annealing Schedule;

If neighbor is accepted
Move translates Solution to neighbor;

Else Current Solution remains unchanged;
If new Solution is better than best found Solution

Clones and records new Solution as best found Solution;
end procedure



EENGINESNGINES

Genetic Algorithm Genetic Algorithm EngineEngine
procedure
Initialize the first generation Population;
while terminating conditions not reached

Neighborhood Generator selects Solutions for mating; 
Recombination crosses selected Solutions to form new children;
Move mutates new children;
Constraint discards infeasible children;
Objective Function evaluates children;
Children are mixed into the parent Population;
Penalty Function adjusts the objective value of all Solutions in Population;
Population discards unfit individuals until the population is balanced;
If any Solution in Population is better than best found Solution

Clones and records new Solution as best found Solution;
end procedure



CCONTROL ONTROL MMECHANISMECHANISM

Inspire from observing that search strategies enhance Inspire from observing that search strategies enhance 
metameta--heuristic performanceheuristic performance

Intensification, diversification, hybridizationIntensification, diversification, hybridization
Provide strong motivation for strategyProvide strong motivation for strategy--based frameworkbased framework

ALLALL strategies are defined by two componentsstrategies are defined by two components
1.1. The time point in which the strategy is to be performedThe time point in which the strategy is to be performed
2.2. The actions preformed by the strategyThe actions preformed by the strategy

RequestRequest and and ResponseResponse (R&R)(R&R) MetaphorMetaphor
Requests are specific time points in the search (Event)  Requests are specific time points in the search (Event)  
Responses are actions to be performed (Handler)Responses are actions to be performed (Handler)
The search process becomes an The search process becomes an ““eventevent--drivendriven”” simulationsimulation



CCONTROL ONTROL MMECHANISMECHANISM

Atomic unit timeAtomic unit time conceptconcept
The smallest unit time for a metaThe smallest unit time for a meta--heuristic to completely perform a set of heuristic to completely perform a set of 
routinesroutines
Definition varies across different metaDefinition varies across different meta--heuristicsheuristics

MetaMeta--heuristicsheuristics Atomic unit time DefinitionAtomic unit time Definition

Tabu SearchTabu Search An iteration of the searchAn iteration of the search

Ants Colony OptimizationAnts Colony Optimization The activity of an antThe activity of an ant

Simulated AnnealingSimulated Annealing Generating a random move Generating a random move 

Genetic AlgorithmGenetic Algorithm A new generation formedA new generation formed



CCONTROL ONTROL MMECHANISMECHANISM

Event Event InterfaceInterface
Implement the requests of userImplement the requests of user

•• New Best Solution FoundNew Best Solution Found
•• Series of NonSeries of Non--improving Movesimproving Moves

ManyMany--toto--many relationship between events and handlersmany relationship between events and handlers
•• One event can trigger multiple responsesOne event can trigger multiple responses
•• Many events can trigger a same response Many events can trigger a same response 

Support three levels of priority Support three levels of priority 
•• INSTANT:INSTANT: Execute the handler immediatelyExecute the handler immediately
•• NORMAL:NORMAL: Execute the handler at the end of atomic unit Execute the handler at the end of atomic unit 

timetime
•• DELAYED:DELAYED: Execute after all higher priority handlers are Execute after all higher priority handlers are 

executedexecuted
Hierarchical levels of priority allows user to control preciselyHierarchical levels of priority allows user to control precisely the the 
sequence of executionsequence of execution



CCONTROL ONTROL MMECHANISMECHANISM

Handler Handler InterfaceInterface
Implement the responses of userImplement the responses of user
Parameters basedParameters based handlers handlers 

•• Implement adaptive parametersImplement adaptive parameters
•• Reactive Tabu ListReactive Tabu List
•• Dynamic Annealing ScheduleDynamic Annealing Schedule

Techniques basedTechniques based handlers handlers 
•• Incorporate additional objects to handle the actionsIncorporate additional objects to handle the actions

•• Intensification on Elite SolutionsIntensification on Elite Solutions
•• Probabilistic DiversificationProbabilistic Diversification
•• HybridizationHybridization



CCONTROL ONTROL MMECHANISMECHANISM

Event Controller Event Controller ClassClass
Search StateSearch State

•• Operating metaOperating meta--heuristic engineheuristic engine
•• Search parametersSearch parameters
•• Current SolutionCurrent Solution

Control the search process by adjusting the search stateControl the search process by adjusting the search state
Special Case:Special Case: HybridizationHybridization

Implement a Implement a ““Chain of ResponsibilityChain of Responsibility””

TS EngineTS Engine

EventEvent
ControllerController

EventEvent
ControllerController

SA EngineSA Engine

EventEvent
ControllerController

GA EngineGA Engine

2

3

4

5

78

6

9

StartStart

EndEnd

1
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PPROBLEM ROBLEM DDEFINITIONEFINITION

Traveling Salesman Problem Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)(TSP)
LetLet

G = (V,A) be a graph,G = (V,A) be a graph,
wherewhere

V = { vV = { v11, v, v22, ... , , ... , vvnn } be a set of cities (vertex set), } be a set of cities (vertex set), 

AndAnd A = { (vA = { (vii, , vvjj) : v) : vii, , vvjj ∈∈ VV, i , i ≠≠ jj } be the edge set,} be the edge set,

Cost (r, s) = Cost (s, r)  Cost (r, s) = Cost (s, r)  (Symmetry)(Symmetry)

A tour is defined as a A tour is defined as a HamiltonianHamiltonian circuit passing circuit passing 
exactly once through each point in vertices exactly once through each point in vertices VV..
The The TSPTSP objective is to find a tour of minimum objective is to find a tour of minimum 
costs/distancecosts/distance



EEXPERIMENT XPERIMENT PPLATFORMLATFORM

System SpecificationSystem Specification
Processor: Processor: AthlonAthlon XP 3.2 XP 3.2 GhzGhz
Memory: 512 MBMemory: 512 MB
Runtime: 90 seconds Runtime: 90 seconds 

•• Hybridize Schemes Hybridize Schemes 
•• Problem sizeProblem size

Operating SystemOperating System
Window XPWindow XP

Initial SolutionInitial Solution
Nearest Cities heuristic (Greedy heuristic)Nearest Cities heuristic (Greedy heuristic)
NonNon--optimality of the last portion of the touroptimality of the last portion of the tour



HHASTSASTS SSCHEMESCHEMES

HHybrid ybrid AAnts nts SSystem and ystem and TTabu abu SSearchearch
Flexible hybrid scheme that spawns               Flexible hybrid scheme that spawns               
fourfour derived modelsderived models

•• Relative importance levelRelative importance level
•• Degree of collaboration Degree of collaboration 
•• ““MasterMaster--SlaveSlave”” relationshiprelationship

11 Model11 Model 10 Model10 Model 01 Model01 Model 00 Model00 Model



HHASTSASTS SSCHEMESCHEMES

HASTS DHASTS Derived erived SSchemeschemes
Pure TSPure TS ((Strict Tabu SearchStrict Tabu Search))

•• Static tabu tenureStatic tabu tenure
Pure ACOPure ACO ((Ants Colony SystemAnts Colony System))

•• Update using iterationUpdate using iteration--best antsbest ants
HASTSHASTS--EAEA ((Empowered AntsEmpowered Ants))

•• Use both pheromone trails and tabu list Use both pheromone trails and tabu list 
HASTSHASTS--IEIE ((Improved ExploitationImproved Exploitation))

•• Use TS to improve on the solution found by iterationUse TS to improve on the solution found by iteration--best antbest ant
HASTSHASTS--EDED ((Enhanced DiversificationEnhanced Diversification))

•• Use ACS as a diversifier Use ACS as a diversifier 
HASTSHASTS--CCCC ((Collaborative CoalitionCollaborative Coalition))

•• Two phase searchTwo phase search
Hyper HybridHyper Hybrid Schemes (Schemes (CombinedCombined))

•• HASTSHASTS--IEEAIEEA (IE with EA)(IE with EA)
•• HASTSHASTS--CCEDCCED (CC with ED)(CC with ED)
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Development Time Development Time ComparisonComparison
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Case KROACase KROA--150150 Case LINCase LIN--318318
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PPROJECT ROJECT SSUMMARYUMMARY

1.1. We present a wide discussion on the current We present a wide discussion on the current statestate--ofof--artart metameta--
heuristics and their techniquesheuristics and their techniques

2.2. We present a novel approach of characterizing different metaWe present a novel approach of characterizing different meta--
heuristics into their common behavior, which consequently heuristics into their common behavior, which consequently 
enables codes reuse across different metaenables codes reuse across different meta--heuristicsheuristics

3.3. We describes the design and realization on how metaWe describes the design and realization on how meta--heuristics heuristics 
can adopts a can adopts a Request and Response (R&R)Request and Response (R&R) model that facilities model that facilities 
the formation hybridized schemes and related strategiesthe formation hybridized schemes and related strategies
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HHASTSASTS SSCHEMESCHEMES

Pure TSPure TS
Implement Implement StrictStrict Tabu SearchTabu Search

•• StaticStatic Tabu tenureTabu tenure

Solution:Solution: SingleSingle--dimension integer arraydimension integer array
Move:Move: SwapSwap--edge operatoredge operator
Constraint:Constraint: Not applicableNot applicable
Neighborhood:Neighborhood: NNCC22 pairspairs
Objective:Objective: Sum of distanceSum of distance
Penalty:Penalty: Not applicableNot applicable

Tabu List:Tabu List: Tabu the Tabu the ““MovesMoves”” mademade
Aspiration:Aspiration: BestBest--ever aspirationever aspiration



HHASTSASTS SSCHEMESCHEMES

Pure ACOPure ACO
Implement Implement Ants Colony SystemAnts Colony System

•• IIncorporate ncorporate ExploitationExploitation and and ExplorationExploration factor factor q0q0
•• Update trails with the Update trails with the IterationIteration--best best antsants

Solution:Solution: SingleSingle--dimension integer arraydimension integer array
Move:Move: Incremental operatorIncremental operator
Constraint:Constraint: Not applicableNot applicable
Neighborhood:Neighborhood: List of Unvisited NodesList of Unvisited Nodes
Objective:Objective: Sum of distanceSum of distance
Penalty:Penalty: Not applicableNot applicable

Local Heuristic:Local Heuristic: 1 / distance1 / distance
Pheromone :Pheromone : On arcs of every cityOn arcs of every city
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HASTSHASTS--EA EA (Empowered Ants)(Empowered Ants)
Inspired fromInspired from

•• Pheromone trail: Pheromone trail: Preference Table for intensificationPreference Table for intensification
•• Tabu List:Tabu List: Forbidden List for diversificationForbidden List for diversification

Design:Design:
•• Embed Tabu List into ACO Neighborhood generator Embed Tabu List into ACO Neighborhood generator 
•• Tabu List prevents ants in the same iteration to construct same Tabu List prevents ants in the same iteration to construct same solutionssolutions
•• Encourage both intensification and diversificationEncourage both intensification and diversification
•• Useful when there are many local optimalUseful when there are many local optimal

EventsEvents
•• NoneNone

HandlersHandlers
•• NoneNone
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HASTSHASTS--IE IE (Improved Exploitation)(Improved Exploitation)
Inspired fromInspired from

•• ACO suffer from ACO suffer from ““crossingcrossing”” of edges in the tourof edges in the tour
•• ““Over depositionOver deposition”” of pheromoneof pheromone

Design:Design:
•• TS removes TS removes ““crossingcrossing”” of edges from the tourof edges from the tour
•• Apply TS at the end of ACO iterations Apply TS at the end of ACO iterations 
•• Improve ExploitationImprove Exploitation

EventsEvents
•• End of ACO iterations before the pheromone updateEnd of ACO iterations before the pheromone update

HandlersHandlers
•• Apply TS on the iterationApply TS on the iteration--best solutionbest solution
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HASTSHASTS--ED ED (Enhanced Diversification)(Enhanced Diversification)
Inspired fromInspired from

•• TS suffer from cyclingTS suffer from cycling
•• Prominent with static tenureProminent with static tenure

Design:Design:
•• ACO as a probabilistic diversifierACO as a probabilistic diversifier

•• Randomly destroy subRandomly destroy sub--routes for reconstructionroutes for reconstruction
•• Apply ACO to TS if Apply ACO to TS if nn nonnon--improving solutions are encounteredimproving solutions are encountered
•• Enhance diversificationEnhance diversification

EventsEvents
•• TS made TS made nn number of nonnumber of non--improving movesimproving moves

HandlersHandlers
•• Apply probabilistic diversification on bestApply probabilistic diversification on best--found solutionfound solution
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HASTSHASTS--CC CC (Collaborative Coalition)(Collaborative Coalition)
Inspired fromInspired from

•• ACO is an excellent constructing heuristicACO is an excellent constructing heuristic
•• TS is an excellent optimizing heuristic TS is an excellent optimizing heuristic 

Design:Design:
•• Two phase approachTwo phase approach

•• ACO constructs a initial solutionACO constructs a initial solution
•• TS then optimizes on the solutionTS then optimizes on the solution

•• Apply TS when all of ACO iterations are completedApply TS when all of ACO iterations are completed

EventsEvents
•• ACO Engine stoppedACO Engine stopped

HandlersHandlers
•• Apply TS on ACO bestApply TS on ACO best--found solutionfound solution



HHASTSASTS SSCHEMESCHEMES

Two naTwo naïïve hyperve hyper--hybrid schemeshybrid schemes
HASTSHASTS--IEEA IEEA HyperHyper--hybridhybrid

•• Combine HASTSCombine HASTS--IE with HASTSIE with HASTS--EAEA
•• Fuses tabu list from HASTSFuses tabu list from HASTS--EA into HASTSEA into HASTS--IEIE
•• Combined hybrid has a more aggressive diversifying capabilityCombined hybrid has a more aggressive diversifying capability

HASTSHASTS--CCED CCED HyperHyper--hybridhybrid
•• Combine HASTSCombine HASTS--ED with HASTSED with HASTS--CCCC
•• TS of HASTSTS of HASTS--CC is replaced with HASTSCC is replaced with HASTS--ED ED 
•• Combined hybrid has enhanced optimizing phaseCombined hybrid has enhanced optimizing phase
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Case Examination: Case Examination: KROAKROA--150150
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